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 As Hikaru movements into fourth quality, Sachiko encounters a new student, Miyu, whose mom
has completely abadndoned her daughter's life and her own. Having saved their relationship
from closing in ruins, the young few has welcomed a wholesome baby girl, Kanon, to their tight-
knit family. With the help of Hikaru's beloved teacher, Aoki-sensei, Sachiko aims to provide hope
back again to Miyu's family.Sachiko and Masato Azuma have overcome numerous obstacles in
dealing with their firstborn boy Hikaru's autism. But with the obvious distinctions between Hikaru's
and Kanon's developmental capabilities, it becomes apparent that sociable prejudices
against Hikaru's disability are never far away. However when Aoki-sensei transfers to a new
school and Hikaru's unique education class can be thrown into upheaval by yet another
tragedy, can Sachiko continue to retain her own hope for her son's future?
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Beautifully done As I mentioned in my review for Volume 1 of this series, this beautifully done
manga effort provides so much insight into raising a child with autism for all those not really
acquainted with the disorder that I cannot price it less than five stars. It's fine to see that
japan school system has many of the same complications because the American school
program. Serialization of this story began in 2000 in a Josei drama manga magazine known as
"For Mrs. Out of the comes the Buddy System, where other students pair up with the kids in
Aoki's class. Entries were later collected into volumes, and this volume may be the second of an
eventual 8-volume English translation. Some visitors might be interested in knowing that in 2004
it was also adapted as a Japanese television drama that won many awards, including
"Greatest Drama" at Japan's 41st Television Drama Academy Awards. This reserve has a
preface by a son in Japan who has autism." Sachiko realizes that peer taunts are not upsetting
Hikaru. As with the first quantity, this entry in the series follows changes in those around Hikaru as
well, against the setting of an extremely supportive special education instructor who is
introduced in the 1st volume. Unfortunately, there is a switch in administration at the school that
Hikaru offers been attending, and the teacher and principle do not understand autism, causing
education disruption for Hikaru, which acts as a reminder for those of us with autism inside our
lives that dealing with those unfamiliar with autism will be a continual struggle. Although
developments in autism analysis have increased significantly in the last several years, and
there's residual misinformation from prior decades in this tale, I continue to spread the word
about this series and am looking forward to reading subsequent volumes. Gunji-san admitted
having no schooling or experience with students who've special needs. obvious to read. Hikaru
is normally a linking of cultures aswell.Since this book was written in the Japanese manga style,
readers are also treated to Japanese literary lifestyle. Rigid thinking patterns are often part of
autism. A glossary of Japanese phrases and a list of Japanese vacations and description of
providers for people with autism are provided as well. Readers are engaging in a form of
cultural posting with this reserve.Sachiko and Masato Azuma's first child, Hikaru has severe
autism. This book may be the second in a string about Hikaru Azuma, a child with autism.
Volume 2 continues where it left off, preschool up to elementary school. A must for any parent
This is an excellent resource for parents with autistic children. Hikaru is certainly more Asian in
appearance.At times, you can easily forget that is a novel. I was delighted to learn that this is
a continuing series! 2 Shipping This is the best book series, and the book was in good shape,
so I was really excited to see this in the mail. Honorific titles and expressions are described
aswell. However, the light by the end of the tunnel was hardly ever extinguished and displays of
compassion helped make for more accomodation for Hikaru and Miyu-chan. The book also
contains useful websites about autism and can also be observed as a good resource
device.In this second installment, Hikaru, right now 9 and in 4th grade is producing steady
progress beneath the tutelage of his gifted teacher, Aoki-sensei. Readers are treated to the
type peers who befriended Hikaru since their times in day treatment. Moe-chan, ever Hikaru's
protector remains a loyal friend as will the high spirited, rough and tumble entertaining Nobuaki
and also their fair-minded, logical friend, Tanaka-kun. He is the only person of the three who
has known Hikaru since they had been infants. Moe and Nobuaki had been Hikaru's day time
care classmates.Hikaru, want many with autism offers language processing issues. He will not
respond when another child greets him; The wealthy diversity of characters makes a good
thing better. I found this volume a little bit slower compared to the first, probably because it
lacks some of the novelty of the first quantity, but also because this quantity comes after the
protagonist through a period period that exhibits some stability, albeit alongside continual



personal growth. Her declare that her son's mind is blank is certainly a fallacy. This publication
helped me come to comprehend why he does a few of the stuff he does. The book's story
sequence is from right to remaining, which is the opposite of most Western languages.The
illustrations are nothing short of phenomenal and the character development vivid amazing.
Kanon, Hikaru's toddler sister is certainly by now enrolled in day care and has the same
outstanding teacher Hikaru, Moe and the others had just a couple of years earlier. The writer
details life with an autistic child and gives various tips on how to cope. One funny part in this
book was when Hikaru inadvertently crashed a doll party Kanon have been invited to by way
of a classmate.Hikaru also bonds with a classmate in a fashion. Miyu, a child who had been
neglected in preschool and forbidden to wait school actions at her previous school joins
Hikaru's course. Aoki-sensei takes the lady under his wing and responds to her on a person
level. Using picture cards assists her to connect. I'm already looking towards another
installment! Miyu's embittered mother holds out no hope as she has had horrendous school
encounters and feels there is absolutely no light by the end of the tunnel for Miyu. Aoki as well
as Hikaru's mother encourage her to maintain hope and to identify the girl's improvement.
Punitive and rigid, Gunji-san lays down the law and cannot maintain Hikaru and 7-year-aged
Miyu. Critical topics such as death, marriage and kid abuse are realistically and sensitively
included in this second installment." that delivers stories aimed at housewives about everyday
encounters of women living in Japan.When Aoki turns into engaged and later on marries a
fellow instructor, he is transferred despite the parents' many protests. Hikaru's mother implores the
main to keep Aoki-sensei on as Hikaru thrived in his course. Unfortunately, Aoki is transferred
yet.One silver lining for the reason that cloud was Hikaru's invitation to his former teacher's
wedding. He gets into it, in a fasion and he utters phrases that he feels most carefully match
the required response. She wisely included explanations and descriptions of Japanese tradition
and mores in addition to some humor. Those who already have an autistic child will relate and
know very well what they are going through.Another silver cloud was a sort volunteer who
watched more than Hikaru and the other children in attendance. Having lost her own autistic
son some years earlier, she is specifically compassionate towards Hikaru and his classmates.
Moe, Nobuaki, Tanaka and a new boy named Ishida consider the special ed learners under
their wing and voluntarily play and work with them, very much to the consternation of Gunji-
san.You can't fail with this book. Under Aoki's tutelage, Miyu learns to read and has mastered
self help skills. That yr provided major setbacks. Visitors get a good, obvious picture of
Japanese culture and solutions.While Aoki-sensei is forced to transfer, Hikaru is forced to start
out 5th grade with a new teacher. It had been Ishida who defended Hikaru at an assembly
and told the school audience at large not to laugh at "a person who is wanting hard." Ishida
discovers his very own leadership skills and strengths in the Peer Buddy Program..Sadly,
teachers who aren't well matched for learners with special needs are not uncommon. Gunji-san,
overwhelmed and disillusioned quickly came to depend on the Peer Buddies because they
were able to create calm purchase in the class when she had not been. The Inner Light
Continues to Shine This stellar masterpiece of a book makes me think of the 1968 George
Harrison song, "The Inner Light" and the spiritual "This Little Light of Mine (I'm Gonna Let it Shine).
The Japanese personality for "autism" is "closed off" or "cloistered self....the light hardly ever
went out.The drawings are magnificent and the character types are very appealing and
believable. it is Eri-chan, a woman he has known since infancy who functions as his "translator.
Gunji, obviously Western is married to a man who is Japanese and their daughter is actually a
linking of both cultures. I'm just fifteen and I understood what the parents had been going



through! There are other non-Asian and also Eurasian characters as well as one Afro-Asian
personality in this publication, which provides a "diverse" look at Japan and Japanese lifestyle.
He also has his students included in college assemblies and applications.This series is
approximately a family whose son Hikaru is autistic, and this second volume follows Hikaru
through 12 episodes of his later elementary years, concluding with fifth grade. It is very
interesting to understand about autism services far away. Over time, the Peer Buddies were
able to build a interpersonal bridge of sorts and let's simply state." The irony of japan
character for autism is definitely that Hikaru is part of an extremely integrated community and,
because of Moe and his great teacher is anything but cloistered.. Marginally verbal, Hikaru
can go through and is fairly adept at determining how to plan things. I love the way she
discusses people who have influenced this book. While Tobe will not go into great detail about
autism, her story and the wonderful drawings clearly depict severely autistic behavior and how
it impacts others.That is a delightful book which will remain a bright light in the hearts of most
who read it.Visitors are treated to aspects of Japanese tradition. Hikaru also used picture
cards to express needs. A existence of an Autistic Kid as it is.. It was a win-win arrangement for
all your children who were involved. I'll keep this review short and to the point. Read volume 1
before you read volume 2..I read quantity 1 and 2 of With The Light, Raising an Autistic Kid.
The writer states this story can be fiction but she do alot of analysis on autism and it applies
to many families raising an autistic child on what they go through. It's in comic book format,
most of 500 web pages of it, drawn properly &It really is slow moving story and interesting. I
learned alot about autism. He discovered to plan so well that he was able to table a bus and
travel quite a distance! In a weird twist of fate, the brand new teacher was the one who
inadvertently endangered Hikaru in the first volume. How they discovered, what the family
members learned all about autism and what they perform to help him along with his
environment and cope with life." This reserve might make you cry.. Volume 1 discusses the child's
birth up to preschool. Masato's mother can be Western and his late dad was plainly Japanese.
I imagine quantity 3 which comes out in September of 2008 continues the tale of the child
after grade school growing older... ... about and it provides it's many good and the bad just
like the real world This was a story that showed how growing up and how dealing with autism is
approximately and it has it's many ups and downs like the real world. Enlightening I have autism
aswell and this is an excellent series for me to learn. I had a similar childhood to Hikaru's. I
thought we would rate it five superstars because you can see the heroes and read what they
are saying at the same time and see their emotions of what they are going through in the
books. Sachiko is not Asian. Bright and high spirited, she continues providing her brother crash
classes in interaction. Five Stars great book With the Light, Vol. The Hina Dolls and Young
ladies' Day that is celebrated on March 3 is explained in this book. And it arrived on a timely
manner too. Excellent for teachers This book contains many excellent tips for teachers on
dealing with autistic students! Japanese manga artist Keiko Tobe was influenced to generate
this series after achieving a kid with autism, a male kindergarten classmate of her more youthful
son, as well as the boy's mother, who wished him to be a "cheerful operating adult". I
recommend the whole series! Fantastic.Keiko Tobe has unified people from around the globe
with this stellar reserve.. Absolutely Fantastic! Without a doubt this much. A group of my close
friends and I have been moving these books around like sizzling cakes and will hardly stand
waiting for the next quantity. She actually is very Eurasian in appearance. I'm not really in a
family group who has autistic children, but a pal of mine has an autistic brother. Hikaru's mind
isn't blank - on the other hand, he remains fixed and focused on whatever he's currently



involved in. Also, without a doubt, I'm not really a patient child and get annoyed quickly but
after reading this publication, and the first one, I don't get as easily annoyed any more. It's a
good book for people trying to understand autism in a non-dry, non-formal way.
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